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‘Out of chaos comes a dancing star’

Friedrich Nietzsche
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Together they explore the themes of 
narrative, mapping and making through 
undergraduate and postgraduate 
architecture programs at

Portsmouth School of Architecture, UK

who

Tina & Nicola run a 
Masters’ Architecture 
design studio: Future 
Architectures: Time 
Machines, exploring 
the making and 
materiality of spatial 
practice.

They consider the role 
of the architect as a 
physical novelist who 
weaves together past, 
present and future.
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Aims

Debate global issues and local heroes reveal tangible and intangible aspects of
place, support value formation and inform tactical future architectures.

Explore how Utopian and Dystopian narratives in film, architecture, literature
and history can be both context and catalyst for future architectures.

Enact spatial practices and material explorations through making and
employing mapping, modelling and drawing to reveal spatial attributes and
layers of meaning.

Create a MANUAL FOR THE FUTURE CITY to act as agent to enact promises to
the future.

Reflect on the studio pedagogy  used within ‘future architectures’ and the 
methods enabling co making/ co production/ collaboration to take place [even 
during COVID-19]

what
Research questions/aims

what is your
commitment to the
future?

The studio considers
Architecture has agency
to fulfil these promises
made by soon-to-be
architects.



Values, authenticity and identity

Matters of concern – global 
pandemic linked to ecology and 
climate change, the ‘new 
normal’, from isolation to……

A collection of visual letters, 
Letters which raise a huge range 
of ideas and concerns, dreams 
and promises at an extra-
ordinary, unprecedented time.

We will be exploring how 
architecture has agency to fulfil 
these promises made by 19 
soon-to-be architects......

Architectural student 
as pilgrim,

[you] are on your own 
journey, don’t 
squander yourself on 
comparisons and 
labels, open yourself up 
to new experiences and 
lose yourself in your 
passion’

Lauren Honey, Future 
Architectures (2020-21) Fortifying Identity

Image credit: Emily Barton: Future Architectures 2020-21



Where 
Considering the role of the architect as a physical novelist who weaves together past, present and future.

Global location Gods harbourIsland city
Image credit: Authors own: Gods Harbour.jpg Image credit: Authors own City as time machine

Ideal City
Image credit: Authors own: City of EdgesImage credit: Authors own: Globe 



Image credit: Matthew Humby: The glory of war/ sacrifice and future



Fort as motif, as a micro 
world, as an ideal city

Forts past, present and 
future as time machines

Palmerston Forts (1860 –
1870)  form a constellation 
of defenses around the 
island city encircling the 
Harbour

Fort as time machine

Image credit: Authors own Image credit: Authors own: Fort locations (Diagram 21)

Image credit: Authors own:Diagram 4 forts and fields v1

Image credit: Authors own:: P1010445 edit.jpg
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Promises to the future:
Welcome to Architecture Future Studio - what is your commitment to the future?

Our school and studio Our letters and voices
Image credit:  Florence Franklin: Future Architectures

In my eyes we can only 
honestly commit to two 

things;

1. To continually reflect 

on where we are. And;

2. To do the next right 
thing.

Image credit:  Florence Franklin: Future ArchitecturesImage credit:  Megan Wynne;  Future Architectures



Studio pedagogy:
Hand drawing/ redrawing and reflection is critical



Utopia V’s Dystopia

xxxxx“Without the utopians 
of other times, men 
would still live in caves, 
miserable and naked. It 
was utopians who 
traced the lines of the 
first city.....out of 
generous dreams come 
beneficial realities. 
Utopia is the principle 
of all progress, and the 
essay into a better 
future.” 

Anatole Frank 
Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ by Future Architecture (2020-21)
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Architectural Agency and 
finding Identity

Grayson Perry
Alumni of Portsmouth 
University

Map of Days

Climate crisis

Professor Alessandro Mellis 
2020- PSA

Environmental change 
stimulates the manifestation of 
creative thinking - creativity is 
an alternative survival 
mechanism to that of linear 
thinking, Creativity becomes 
essential in conditions of crisis, 
when, evidently, changes are so 
fast and extreme that they 
require a more radical survival 
manifestation….a coexistence 
with other species……stone 
fortresses do not protect us 
from greenhouse gases

Science fiction

H.G Wells (1866 – 1945)

Portsmouth and Uppark

And before we judge them [the 
Martians] too harshly, we must 
remember what ruthless and 
utter destruction our own 
species has wrought, not only 
upon animals, such as the 
vanished Bison and the Dodo, 
but upon its own inferior races. 
The Tasmanians, in spite of 
their human likeness, were 
entirely swept out of existence 
in a war of extermination 
waged by European 
immigrants, in the space of fifty 
years. Are we such apostles of 
mercy as to complain if the 
Martians warred in the same 
spirit?

— Chapter I, "The Eve of the 
War"

The Martian Invaders finally succumb 
to terrestrial bacteria/ virus

Ecology + COVID 19

Gilbert White (1720 – 1793)

Selborne, Hampshire

A CORRESPONDENT with 
Darwin, considered the first 
ECOLOGIST part of the first age 
of enlightenment.

The Natural History and 
Antiquities of Selborne (1789) is 
presented as a series of letters 
to Thomas Pennant, the leading 
British Zoologist of the day and 
the Hon. Daines Barrington, 
and English Barrister (also a 
member of the Royal Society)

Why.. matters of concern
Each theme has global significance and an associated a local hero

In praise of forts:

‘Fort micro-worlds (similar to 
Ledoux, Salterre, ideal city), an 
arena to dream, envision and 
plan compact self-sustainable 
urban forms with mixed 
functions, a form of global 
architectural pattern

Milena Metalkova-Markova, 
PSA



Image credit:  Jeremy Ali: Future Architecture 2021
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Science fiction

H.G Wells (1866 – 1945)

Portsmouth and Uppark

And before we judge them [the 
Martians] too harshly, we must 
remember what ruthless and 
utter destruction our own 
species has wrought, not only 
upon animals, such as the 
vanished Bison and the Dodo, 
but upon its own inferior races. 
The Tasmanians, in spite of 
their human likeness, were 
entirely swept out of existence 
in a war of extermination 
waged by European 
immigrants, in the space of fifty 
years. Are we such apostles of 
mercy as to complain if the 
Martians warred in the same 
spirit?

— Chapter I, "The Eve of the 
War"

The Martian Invaders finally succumb 
to terrestrial bacteria/ virus
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Climate crisis

Professor Alessandro Mellis 
2020- PSA

Environmental change 
stimulates the manifestation of 
creative thinking - creativity is 
an alternative survival 
mechanism to that of linear 
thinking, Creativity becomes 
essential in conditions of crisis, 
when, evidently, changes are so 
fast and extreme that they 
require a more radical survival 
manifestation….a coexistence 
with other species……stone 
fortresses do not protect us 
from greenhouse gases



In praise of forts:

‘Fort micro-worlds (similar to 
Ledoux, Salterre, ideal city), an 
arena to dream, envision and 
plan compact self-sustainable 
urban forms with mixed 
functions, a form of global 
architectural pattern

Milena Metalkova-Markova, 
PSA

Image credit: Imge Akyener: Utopian City as time machine
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Architectural Agency and 
finding Identity

Grayson Perry
Alumni of Portsmouth 
University

Map of Days

Image credit: Rachel Butt

Image credit: Map of Days by 
Grayson Perry (2013) Red 
Paragon Press
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Ecology + COVID 19

Gilbert White (1720 – 1793)

Selborne, Hampshire

A CORRESPONDENT with 
Darwin, considered the first 
ECOLOGIST part of the first age 
of enlightenment.

The Natural History and 
Antiquities of Selborne (1789) is 
presented as a series of letters 
to Thomas Pennant, the leading 
British Zoologist of the day and 
the Hon. Daines Barrington, 
and English Barrister (also a 
member of the Royal Society)



Proposal
Manual for the future

Panacea’s Manual For The Future 

To be used by national and local 
government in a bid to build towards a 
utopian society following a catalyst 
dystopia year of 2020. This introductory 
volume explores the themes to introduce 
the wider concept of curing all and the 
panacea effect. The Greek goddess of 
curing ills, panacea, holds the ideology 
behind this collection of manuals, together 
as one force. 

Individually The manuals tackle different 
sections of society and environment 
through architectural strategy and should 
be read in conjunction with each other. 
Volume 9 is a stand-alone last resort in the 
event that all the other strategies outlined 
fail.

Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ by Future Architecture (2020-21) War room: Strategy and solution





Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ (p47-48) by Future Architecture (2020-21)



Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ (p53 - 54) by Future Architecture (2020-21)



Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ (55-56) by Future Architecture (2020-21)



Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ (63-64) by Future Architecture (2020-21)



Image credit: Extracted from ‘The Book of Panacea’ (p61-62) by Future Architecture (2020-21)







Promise 1:
The Healing Stations by Rachael Butt

In praise of forts:

Metabolism approach to 
community

Architectural Agency + finding 
Identity

Proposing a listening society with 
the individual as focus.

Climate crisis

Vol 8: How to ensure connection 
in a physically divided 
environment.

Science fiction

A imaginary future society in 2100 
- making a new utopian society 
that listens

Ecology + COVID 19

A society that is broken - post 
significant event.

Image credit: All Images authored by Rachael Butt
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Promise 2:
Manifestation of Water - living above water by Jack Clark

In praise of forts:

A metabolism grid generated from 
the natural response to flooding. 
Within God's Harbour

Architectural Agency + finding 
Identity

Living with, in and on the rising 
water.

Climate crisis

Vol 3: Water Management - How 
to deal with the incoming threat of 
water.

Science fiction

A imaginary future society in 2100 
- living above water

Ecology + COVID 19

The manifestation of water

Image credit: All Images authored by Jack Clark



Example 2:
xxxx



Example 2:
xxxx



“……. architects are left with a clear conscientious path to deliver a future that avoids the
worst and nurtures the best, ensuring to embed virtue into the presence of their creation
if they hope for it to endure beyond the scope of imagining.“

Jeremy Ali





Beyond the manual:
The Cosmic Wanderer by Jeremy Ali

In praise of forts:

The needles, Isle of White, existing 
fort and Black Arrow Rocket 
Launch site

Architectural Agency + finding 
Identity

Future Architectures that envision 
a new extra planetary society

Climate crisis

Leading space exploration and 
technological advances

Science fiction

Science centre and launch pad.
Use of future materials - limestone 
printing

Ecology + COVID 19

An Ark that showcases humanity: 
The Cosmic Wanderer 

Image credit: All Images authored by Jeremy Ali













Drawing it together.
What is you commitment to the future?

Debate global issues and local heroes reveal tangible and intangible aspects of place, support value formation and inform tactical future architectures.

Debates supported by miro and group work facilitated deep shared research leading to a shared understanding. 

Revealing a connection of scales from global to local supported students in their use of narrative.

Explore how Utopian and Dystopian narratives in film, architecture, literature and history can be both context and catalyst for future architectures.

Allowed an own authentic voice that supported the studio in it commitment to the future.

Enact spatial practices and material explorations through making and employing mapping, modelling and drawing to reveal spatial attributes and layers
of meaning.

Maps allowed future predictions relating to climate change to be predicated graphically.

Covid lockdowns limited the physical studio making hoped for, but required us to work better in the digital realm

Create a MANUAL FOR THE FUTURE CITY to act as agent to enact promises to the future.

The proposal for manual for the future (tested on Gosport) exposed a ‘strategy identifier’ (a web of interconnected issues) born of narrative.

Structuring the manual into individual volumes enabled a temporal dimension (time) that tactically encompassed a range of future scenarios thus
allowing different approaches to its use.

Reflect on the studio pedagogy  used within ‘future architectures’ and the methods enabling co making/ co production/ collaboration to take place 
[even during COVID-19]

There was power to the weekly letters and drawings as they acted as framework for sharing and communicating ideas. 

It is possible to codraw/ co make while being islatated online. Through the use of miro and positive engagement.
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